Weekend MBA

The Weekend MBA program offers career-friendly flexibility and a nationally ranked, globally prestigious Purdue MBA. Targeted to professionals wanting to combine a management degree with their academic and professional skills, the Weekend MBA offers a general management education to students from diverse academic and professional backgrounds. Built around your schedule and career goals, the cohort-based program covers the fundamentals of business and management in all the disciplines needed to succeed in current and future positions.

Program Highlights:

• Collaborative program expands professional opportunities leaving time for family and work.

• The hybrid format includes elements of online course work with traditional class instruction on two Saturdays per month with program completion in 21-months.

• Case studies, research projects, group presentations and international and domestic study abroad opportunities, enhance critical thinking and skills in finance, marketing, leadership and more.

• Dynamic classroom setting, which enriches the student experience beyond other part-time or online degree programs.

@PurdueMBA
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The experience has been eye-opening. I have been so motivated interacting with so many different ambitious people in my cohort that have careers and backgrounds different from my own. The Weekend MBA program has helped improve my professional outlook, as well as my communication and management skills.

Cameron Coker, Weekend MBA '17